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Abstract

Despite the fact that the decades immediately following indentured
emancipation were the period in which Indians made significant inroads
towards building their future in Guyana, there has not been any substantial study on these formative decades of Indian experience in British
Guiana. Missing is the literature on how Indians have adapted and adjusted to the effects of the abolishment of indentured emigration (1917)
and indenture (1920). The decades under discussion also witnessed the
growth of Indian population, the reconstruction of Indian culture, the
development of settlements, the formation of political associations, the
challenges of integration, investments in business and the push for
claims beyond their own comfort zones, amid ethnic tensions between
Indians and Africans for resources. These dynamics are explored in this
paper.
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A careful reading of East Indian (hereafter Indians) historiography in
British Guiana, now Guyana, has revealed impressive studies on history
(Ruhomon, 1947; Nath, 1970; Mangru, 1987; Seecharan, 1993; 1999), culture
(Klass 1962; Neihoff 1960; Nevadomsky 1980a & b), caste (Moore, 1977) settlement (Bisnauth 2000), resistance (Ramnarine, 1987; Roopnarine, 2007) and
biography (Ramharack, 2005; Bahadur, 2014). There remain, however, unfortunate gaps in research dealing with the two decades 1920-1940 after the abolition of indenture. The lack of attention to this period is unfortunate since numerous events occurred during this time, and if studied, will show that the period was as significant and important as other periods in British Guiana’s history. The importance of this period can be gauged by what Governor Wilfrid
Jackson said on the centenary celebration of the arrival of Indians to British
Guiana in 1938:
Large number of East Indians have found in British Guiana not only a new country but also a wider opportunity than was offered in
their own motherland. There have been and there still are many
difficulties to overcome, but many have succeeded in surmounting
them by their presence, industry and adaptability (in Ramharack,
2005: 35).
The former Immigration Agent General of British Guiana, Mr. Duff,
stated Indians were transforming British Guiana from thick jungle and wasteland to new productive land through hard work and industrious habits. Indians
themselves valued land like a ‘beneficent mother, ready to yield her milk of
sustenance to the pressure of gentle and willing hands’ (in Ramharack,
2005:45). Indians then were still called ‘Coolies’ even though they had made
inroads in politics, economics, and education. The Indian Opinion, a local
newspaper in British Guiana, in 1938 stated that Indians were being assailed
for having produced so much out of nothingness and instead of appreciation
they received reprobation, instead of encouragement they received vilification
and instead of assistance, they received insular opposition (1945a:5). This
might have been an emotional declaration since the foundation of an Indian society was already established by the thousands who had served indenture from
1838 to 1920. The message, however, reveals the challenges Indians were facing soon after the abolition of indenture, which deserves validation regarding
how they were involved in building themselves and their new society.
Moreover, these aforesaid events were possible precisely because of the
abolishment of plantation indenture which was a major emancipation decree in
twentieth-century British Guiana that ‘freed’ Indians from the chains of con-
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tract labor. But what Indians did with this freedom and what events followed
can be reasonably understood by studying the two decades immediately following abolition. These decades witnessed a myriad of events that did not happen during indenture and even after the 1940s. Specifically, the options and
opportunities for a better life were less limited than any other period insofar as
they could stay or leave British Guiana or even migrate to another plantation,
to urban areas, and or to another Caribbean country, if so desired. Their population, as well as their settlement, grew in British Guiana in spite of the cessation of indentured emigration from India. Their social structure of caste experienced the most transformation during this period with the cessation of indentured emigration and their decision to make British Guiana their home. Their
participation in politics and education beyond their plantation base grew and
developed. Their economic activities spread beyond their insular agricultural
belt.
Structurally, this article is divided into four sections. Section 1 provides a
brief background of Indian indenture in British Guiana to show the status of
Indian society during the abolishment of plantation indenture. Section 2 analyzes the population of Indians in British Guiana to show how they have
evolved in numbers, gender, and residence which helped them to stake claims
beyond their own surroundings. Section 3 assesses their migratory patterns to
see if they were actually non-migratory people, a common perception of Indians in literature and public space. Section 4 examines their challenges of integration in British Guiana. This is important because it may help us understand
or even learn about what has been said about Indians in Guyana in terms of
their emotional approach towards leadership, their scepticism about western
education, acumen, and religion. A qualitative and quantitative methodological
approach is used based on archival information and secondary sources. It
should be stressed that from 1920 to 1940 British Guiana witnessed a myriad
of events from the working class to transform the inflexible colonial system.
The Ruimveldt Riots of 1905 and 1924, and the formation of the British Guiana Labor Union was indicative of the working class’ awareness for more
rights and participation in the political, economic and social landscape of the
colony. These events have been studied elsewhere. My purpose here is to contextualize the Indian experience within this period without confusing or conflating it with the above dynamics.
Indian Indentureship in British Guiana
The British government’s general approach to Indian plantation indenture was that Indians would be transient laborers in British Guiana and in the
process, they were required to provide five years of labor in exchange for wag-
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es, basic housing, a free return passage and other fringe benefits. This labor
contact system was to be temporary and cyclical for two basic reasons. One,
Indians should have the opportunity to work, save and bring back remittances
to develop themselves and their community. Second, the right to free return
passage should be in all contracts primarily to safeguard the laborers from illtreatment in their new domicile. If they were ill-treated then the free return
passage would provide the laborers with the option to leave the colony. Upon
leaving their homeland, Indians were informed through signed contracts that
they would return home after serving five years of indentured labor in British
Guiana. While unknown numbers of Indians were duped and forced into indenture, the notion that they would return home prodded them to go along
with the system and signed contracts to labor in an unknown environment.
Whatever might have been the reasons for laboring in British Guiana, they
were certain about their objectives: they wanted to become ‘successful’ economic migrants, merely to save a few hundred dollars and return home. They
never envisioned staying in British Guiana.
The changing nature of the indenture, however, produced a different outcome. To illustrate: from 1838 to 1851, the circular labor exchange of indentured servants was characterized by suspension and resumption. Indenture
started in 1838 but suspended the same year, resumed in 1845 and suspended
again in 1851, and later and finally abolished in 1917 (immigration) and 1920
(indenture). The suspensions and abolitions occurred because of the callous
treatment the laborers received, the economic crisis of the sugar estate, antiimmigration sentiments and continuous conflicts between the British Guianese
planters and the Colonial Office regarding the rules and regulations of indenture. By 1854, pressure from various watchdog groups helped to push the organization and supervision of the indenture system from private hands to statecontrol, removing some inconsistencies and inadvertently setting the platform
upon which Indians would become potential settlers in British Guiana.
By 1860, the idea that Indians were reliable workers not only instilled
confidence in the colonial managerial staff but also a more serious approach to
the organization and management of indenture emerged. Towards that end, the
aim of sustaining indenture in British Guiana shifted to suit the planter class
rapidly, namely, to minimize costs and maximize profits. The cost of introducing and returning Indians was targeted. The cost of introducing one Indian indenture to British Guiana in 1908, for example, was around £16. The cost of
sending one time-expired Indian back to India was around £10. The planter
class argued that the cost of introducing and sending back Indians was too high
and Indians should be given the option to re-indenture and receive a $50 bounty but retain the right to a return passage. The gist of the planters’ argument
was why invest so much in the laborers and then send them back to their home
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environment where their plantation experience is less useful; instead why not
induce them to stay. Planter aim was to continue to have a cheap available labor supply at their disposal. The argument was persuasive and offered the first
sign that Indians might become settlers in British Guiana. From 1850 to 1851,
2,210 Indians re-indentured for another five years and received $107,410 bounty.1
In 1873, the colonial administration abolished the option to re-indenture
and instead focused on Indian settlement, which again, was not based on humanitarian reasons but to meet the needs of the planter class. Re-indenture was
abolished for a host of reasons: (a) the abuse of the immigrants, emanating
from the planters’ desire to retain them through inducement rather than obtaining their goodwill; (b) the increase of the fee payable by the planters to the
Immigration Fund with regard to each re-indentured Indian, from $120 in 1873
to $200 in 1875; and (c) the planters’ determination to avoid the financial responsibility of sending back time-expired indentured Indians. The amount paid
for return passages of Indians from 1850 to 1870 was $478,217 (Roopnarine
2008). To avoid the future financial responsibility of sending back Indians as
stated in their contract, the argument for the right of return passage to be exchanged for land grants (5 to 10 acres) preoccupied the colonial government,
including Sir Charles Bruce, Lieutenant governor of British Guiana. The colony, he claimed, could only benefit from Indian immigration if the return passages were not included in light of the fact that the Indian population in British
Guiana was increasing and Indians could use their remittances to develop British Guiana. Land inducement and settlement was the most feasible option. The
colonial government had made up its mind: Indians would become settlers in
British Guiana.
The changing nature of indenture also produced its own internal dynamics among Indians. The land settlement schemes of exchanging return passages
for land grants in British Guiana began in 1880, stalled in 1882, revived in
1897 and stopped in 1903. This start-stop mode led to the formation of a diverse category of Indians. There were those who were not interested
in settlement but wanted to return home, sometimes paying their own passage.
There were those who were still under indenture and therefore did not earn and
save enough to own land or did not finish their terms of indenture to qualify to
own land. There were those who accepted land but abandoned them because
they were inexperienced in managing the land effectively on their own. They
received limited support from the colonial government. There were those who
were eager to exchange their return passage (until 1903) for land partly be1

Official records are in both currencies, dollars and pound sterling. All currencies in
this paper are in nominal values of the year they refer to.
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cause they were lured to do so from the colonial government and partly because they saw British Guiana as their new home. There were those who
bought land on their own initiative, from savings they accrued from indenture,
or borrowed money from other Indians. To add to the complexity of the situation, some Indians chose to remain in the bound yard because they were afraid
to go on their own even with the option of owning land. They were trapped in a
marginal sense of plantation dependency. Conversely, some Indians bought,
leased, or rented land from the colonial government and were re-selling, releasing, and re-renting them to other Indians, revealing a sort of internal petty
capitalism regarding Indian land ownership and settlement.
Despite the land inducement policy to retain the workers, an estimated
75,000 of 239,909 (a third of them) chose to return for a variety of reasons, including optimism, nostalgia, depression, disappointment, and oppression.
Alongside the return migration, the Indian customs like hook-swinging, firewalking and caste started to transform or disappear, leading to hybrid communities. The aspiration and ambition of Indians also increased mainly from spiritualism to materialism, resulting in the formation of Indian communities,
ownership of land, and the accumulation of wealth. Meanwhile, the Indian
population grew because of fewer deaths and more births (see Roopnarine,
2007). Following the abolition of indenture in 1920, attempts were made to
bring Indians to British Guiana under a plan known as the Nunan-Luckhoo
Scheme. The plan was to introduce large numbers of Indians to meet labor demands. The plan did not materialize because it was too expensive (see Vining
1978).
An Analysis of the Indian Population in British Guiana, 1920-1940
When Indian indenture ended in British Guiana in 1920, an estimated
239,909 Indians were brought to the colony. Of this, an estimated 75,000 returned when their contracts expired. There is no accurate data on the number
who returned to British Guiana for a second or third contract. However, if a
conservative estimate is projected based on the report of the Immigration
Agent that about 100 of them returned to British Guiana each year for the period over sixty years, then it is probable that an estimated 5,000-6,000 returned
for the second time. Similarly, at least 1000 of them paid their own India to
British Guiana passage; they were not under contract, particularly following
the abolishment of indenture. This would mean that at least 10,000 came to
British Guiana on their own terms between 1920 and 1930.
Using random ship and plantation records, of the 239,909 brought to
British Guiana, an estimated 10 percent died on the sea voyage and on the
plantations while about the same figure was born on the sea voyage and in
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British Guiana during the eighty years of indenture from 1838 to 1920. This
would mean about 20,000 suffered death while another 20,000 were born.
What should be clarified is that at no time during indenture the Indian population was 239,909. Instead, this figure was the total number of Indians brought
during a period of eighty years. An estimated 3000 were brought to British
Guiana each year during indenture, although in some years immigration was
higher than others. The Indian population during indenture in British Guiana
was no less than 100,000, particularly by the 1900s, out of a total population of
250,000. What is also accurate is that the Indian population grew steadily even
when immigration ceased in 1917. Table one shows growth of the Indian population between 1920 and 1930.
Fig 1: Indian Population in British Guiana between 1924-1938
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the ratios was a result of natural increase as well as different lifestyles. Indian
men have always lived shorter lives than Indian women in British Guiana, possibly because men were exposed to the harsher side of plantation life that included hard work and the consumption of alcohol. Third, as the overall population grew and the sex disparity fell, marriages increased steadily. For example,
343, 391, 482, 535, and 609 marriages were recorded for 1926, 1927, 1930,
1937 and 1938, respectively (Immigration Agent General, 1927, 1928, 1931,
1938, 1939).
Migratory patterns between 1920 and 1940
The limited literature during the period under discussion seems to suggest that after indenture, immigration to British Guiana from India fell. Indians
were not non-migratory but quite the contrary showing a myriad of migration
dynamics. The repatriation of Indians continued until 1955, private migration
from India continued, migration from the estates to rural settlement and urban
areas and within the Caribbean and even to Great Britain increased exponentially. Table 2 shows the return migration from British Guiana to India.
Figure 2. Return migration from British Guiana to India for selected years

(Source: British Guiana: Report of the Immigration Agent General for the year 1924, 1926,
1928, 1929, 1931, 1936 and 1938. The Argosy. Georgetown, British Guiana.)

Three analyses can be made from the aforesaid table. First, there was a
steady increase of the Indian population, arising from lower death rate and
higher birth rate. For example, in 1924, out of a population of 129,817, there
were 4,317 births and 3,459 deaths, a difference of 858 births (Immigration
Agent General, 1925). This figure suggests that living and working conditions
had improved in Indian communities, brought about because of better access to
western health-care as Indians decided to settle in the colony. Second, the sex
disparity between males and females fell substantially. During indenture the
sex ratio was 25 females to every 100 males. By 1929, the sex ratio
for adult female to male was 82 to 100 while for children it was 91 females to
100 females; the average among adults and children was 85 females to 100
males (Immigration Agent General, 1930). This remarkable transformation in

(Source: British Guiana: Report of the Immigration Agent General for the year 1920, 1928,
1936 and 1938. The Argosy. Georgetown, British Guiana.)
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Paralleling this return migration was an influx of Indians into British
Guiana in ordinary ships after the abolition of indenture, which was sometimes
larger than the number of returnees. This early-post indenture or independent
movement from India to British Guiana raises a fundamental question to the
notion of Indian indenture as being a new system of slavery. Why would these
Indians go to British Guiana or come back for a second time on their own accord paying their own passage if the indenture system was semi-slavery? One
can only surmise that India was worse than British Guiana as far as labor relations are concerned. We do not know how many women arrived during this
early post-indenture migration. It is likely that about 25 percent of them were
women.
Table 3 provides information on the arrival of post-indenture migrants
and return of Indians who had served indenture in British Guiana
Figure 3. A comparison of post-indenture arrivals from India and the return
of time-expired Indians from British Guiana from 1920 to 1938

(Source: Source: British Guiana: Report of the Immigration Agent General for the year
1921, 1925, 1927, 1929, 1932, 1937 and 1939. The Argosy. Georgetown, British Guiana.)

There is data on savings the post-indenture and returning Indians accumulated in bank deposits. The post-indenture Indians were those Indians who
were in the colonies for some time; not the ones that arrived after indenture
was abolished. In 1928, the Post Office Saving Bank showed that there were
34,836 depositors of all races in British Guiana. Of this figure 9,443 were Indians. The total amount of money deposited was $1,836,650,78, an average of
$52.72 for all races. Indians deposited $913,778,79, an average of $96.76 per
depositor (Immigration Agent General, 1929). What these statistics reveal is
that Indians were not the majority of depositors of savings in the colonial bank
but the amount of money they deposited surpassed all races; a pattern continuing into the future. What is also interesting is that in 1933 and 1934, 520 and
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503 Wills were made by Indians, indicating that they had accumulated some
savings and property (Immigration Agent General, 1934, 1935). The challenge
here, however, is to determine how much of these savings stayed in British
Guiana and the quantum that was remitted to India. Record shows that in 1928
the sum of $10,311,46 was remitted to India, a marginal figure when compared
to $913,778,79 that stayed in the colonial bank (Immigration Agent General,
1929). The figures here do not include savings kept by the Indian outside the
banks, mostly at their homes.
While Indians were arriving and leaving British Guiana, an estimated
forty percent of them were moving off the bound plantation yard to community
settlements. In 1936, the total Indian population was 140,718 with 74,087
males and 66,231 females. 55,630 were living on the estates while 85,088 were
off the estates (Immigration Agent General, 1937). This gradual movement off
the estates indicates that some Indians might have given-up the idea of going
back to India and chose to stay in British Guiana permanently. Their decisions
were encouraged by the prospect that they could survive on their own accord or
with some government assistance. It should be noted that some returnees had
to first adjust to the Caribbean and upon returning to India they had to adjust
for the second time, although they were returning to a society with which they
were more familiar. Their overseas experience, Mahatma Gandhi claimed, had
transformed them into strangers in their own land of birth. Gandhi said they all
looked famished and were from the lowest ebb of human misery. They were
neither Indian nor Colonial. They lacked the Indian culture. Gandhi encouraged them to stay in their new colonies since ‘they had some money and a kind
of a home. Here they are social lepers, not even knowing the language of the
people’ (Sannyasi & Chaturvedi, 1931: 9).
What came out of this movement to stay in British Guiana was the formation of clusters of Indian communities along the coastal belt with large extended families. These families engaged themselves primarily in the cultivation
of sugar, rice, and small-scale farming as well as the rearing of cattle and poultry. In 1927, for instance, there were about 150 rice mills in various parts of
British Guiana that produced 25,752,411 pounds of rice worth $732,871. On
32 Sugar Estates, 6,018 Indians owned 17,582 heads of cattle and an unknown
number of goats and sheep and poultry. Some 768 Indians had licenses to sell
milk (Immigration Agent General, 1928), a figure which is most likely higher
since many Indians sold milk illegally. Thousands of Indians were also actively
involved in fishing in the trenches of irrigated rice fields (sweetwater fishing)
and in the rivers (saltwater fishing). Soon after indenture, Indians participate in
the open markets as buyers and sellers of fish, meat, vegetables. Various Indian
shops carrying provisions, drugs, bread, and liquor, sprang up throughout British Guiana.
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Although most Indians, probably about 80 percent, remained in the villages working the land, there was a noticeable growth and involvement in
huckster, horse and donkey cart trading and transporting of commodities as
well as market vendoring, artisanship and other occupations of commercial life
in urban areas. Some Indians were shop owners selling drugs, spirits, and provisions; pawnbrokers; or were milk and vegetable vendors. Indians, especially
women, could be seen in urban areas carrying baskets of vegetables on their
heads and milk cans slung over their shoulders, selling these items door to
door. Advertisements like the following in the Stabreok Market: ‘Buy Nirmal
Ghee British Guiana Foremost Dairy Produce’ was typical.
Nirmal Ghee is 100 % pure manufactured locally under expert supervision. If you want your own Puree, Manbhug, Mithai and other
Indian dishes made more tempting and nutritious, use Nirmal
Ghee…which can be used at Jag, Katha, Puga and other ceremonies (Indian Opinion, 1945b: 3).
The movement from rural to urban areas followed a step migration. Indians moved first from the plantations to settlements and then to urban areas, although some moved directly from the plantations to urban areas. The latter
movement was always less common and more irregular than the movement
from the settlements to urban areas. The rural-urban movement was based on
economic success and individual aspirations. As some Indians experienced
steady progress and accumulated wealth, they transferred their economic activities to urban areas with relative ease, although they had to compete with other
ethnic groups, which resulted in ethnic tensions between Indians and Africans,
Indians and Portuguese, and Africans and Portuguese.
Other Indians were able to move from their rural base because of Christian religious influence. Christian missionaries offered rural Indians opportunities for Western education. While this form of education was met with resistance from Hindu community leaders for intruding into their faith, a small
number of mostly young males were allowed to attend Christian-administered
schools and received Christian religious teachings and Western forms of education. This exposure to Western education and skills prompted Indians to seek
stable opportunities beyond their rural agricultural belt. They were now prepared to compete for urban-oriented jobs in the civil service and private sector;
jobs that offered year-round stability when compared to the seasonal employment and lower wages of rural jobs.
The rural-urban migration produced an elastic relationship among Indians in British Guiana. Migratory Indians did not abandon their former living
base. Instead, they returned regularly. The short distances between the rural
and urban environments encouraged continuous contact. Their common immi-
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grant plantation experience provided a natural medium for them to facilitate the
flow of trade, ideas, conversations (roadside talk) and customs. In some ways,
Indians had discovered the common heritage that bound them together in their
former homeland, despite the vast distances and differences that separated
them. There were also signs that they were beginning to live better than what
prevailed in their former homeland. The massive famines and endemic poverty
many encountered before migrating were unheard of in British Guiana.
Alongside these developments, however, were many social ills. In 1927,
for example:
 186 Indians - 146 males and 40 females - were in the Alms House,
making 23 percent of the total inmate population of 794.
 Another 255 were in Lunatic asylum and 55 in Leper asylum. 372
orphans were adopted by Indian couples.
 Of the 103 cases before the High Courts in 1927, 40 of them were
associated with Indians; 28 cases resulted in convictions. There
were also 21 charges of murder and manslaughter (Immigration
Agent General, 1928).
In 1928, the total population of Indians in British Guiana was 41.2 percent. There were 283 persons in prisons of whom 89 were Indians or 31 percent of inmates (Immigration Agent General, 1929). Comparatively, Indian society in the decades following the abolishment of indenture was imbued with
progress and problem, a pattern that has become a reality in the modern period.
The transition to a semi-independent resident was a sign of progress and a
move toward self-reliance. By the 1940s, the movement off the estates led to
the development of a landed elite Indian class in rural British Guiana based on
rice cultivation. This class became more powerful over time while thousands of
Indians were still trapped in the bound yards, wasting away on a diet of alcohol.
Intra-Caribbean and extra-regional migration (to Europe and North
America)
Intraregional migration was determined by the initiatives and efforts from Indian religious organizations and aspirations from individual Indian
migrants. Soon after indentured emancipation, Indians started to stake claims
to opportunities beyond their insular plantation domains. They began to actively seek employment opportunities in other Caribbean territories. This aspiration coincided with the abolition of immigration restrictions and the works of
various Christian denominations that provided Indians with the training and
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skills needed to become qualified for jobs beyond the plantation system. Even
those who were not interested in Christian-influenced forms of training were
concerned about the stagnation of early post-indenture plantation life and began to migrate from this environment when possible.
While Indians migrated to other Caribbean islands, the most famous destination was Suriname mainly because of the close proximity of Suriname to
the county of Berbice, in Guyana. Suriname also had a majority Indian population. It was natural that Indians would migrate to Suriname not only for economic but also for cultural reasons. New Nickerie, a major town on the banks
of the Corentyne River in Suriname, has been home to a sizable postindentured influx of Indians. Ethnographic research reveals that an unknown
number of Indians migrated from Guyana to Suriname and settled, marrying
Indo-Surinamese. Likewise, an unknown number of Indo-Surinamese migrated
and settled in Guyana, marrying Indo-Guyanese. Some Indo-Surinamese actually migrated from the distant capital city of Paramaribo to New Nickerie and
then to Guyana looking for Indian spouses. In one village near the town of
Skeldon in Guyana, there are some descendants from the early migration. They
are known individually as ‘Dutchman’ or ‘Dutchboy.’ These descendants do
visit their former homeland, but they are generally more Guyanese than IndoSurinamese (see Roopnarine 2018).
This early phase of post-indenture migration from Guyana to Suriname
was always small but regular, which prevented the formation of an IndoGuyanese community in Suriname or the formation of an Indo-Surinamese
community in Guyana. The migrants were scattered in urban areas and in the
coastal agricultural belt. They were difficult to detect since they blended seamlessly into the Indian community from the same ethnic background. These migrants were practically absorbed into their new communities despite efforts to
retain some of their culture, such as the Hindustani language among the IndoSurinamese migrants in Guyana.
The size of this early migration is not precisely known, but it is safe to
say that it comprised around five to eight thousand migrants between 1920 and
1940. This migration was driven more by cultural rather than economic reasons. Both Suriname and Guyana were underdeveloped colonies reeling from
the effects of colonialism, which stymied economic opportunities and endeavors such as investment in small business. Language differences between the
countries (Dutch in Suriname and English in Guyana) also restricted migration
between the two countries, especially with regard to skill employment. However, the main reason for the early migration between the two countries was
cultural, to re-establish Indian cultural relations—Hindu and Muslim—as well
as intermarriage through Sanatan Dharma and Arya Samaj religious associations. In spite of the breakdown of some aspects of their social structure, such
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as caste, in their new environment, Indians still expressed a preference to marry within their own ethnic group. When this was not possible within their immediate village system, they would migrate on either side of the Corentyne
River between Guyana and Suriname to look for spouses.
While the intra-regional migration was driven by proximity and cultural
factors, the extra-regional migration was determined by colonial relations and
skills. British Guiana or Bookers Guiana was a colonial outpost of Britain
which allowed or gave British Guianese the opportunity and option to migrate
to the mother country, a pattern and practice that was common within the British Empire. However, there were some restrictions. Migrants had to possess
some skills in order to migrate which a majority of Indians did not have largely
due to the fact that they were rooted in their already new rural destinations in
British Guiana where western forms of accruements were limited. A majority
of them were not formally educated to do well in a developed country like
Great Britain. These factors made the Indian extra-regional migration inadvertently selective through colonial relations as well as by the status of Indians.
Migration occurred within a constrained and complex order which explains the
small number of Indians in Great Britain.
Three broad categories of Indian extra-regional migration can be identified soon after the abolishment of plantation indenture. The first is student migration. Indians who did well on the General Certificate of Examination (an
exam taken in the final year of high school) were qualified to attend various
technical and academic institutions in Great Britain. In 1916, for example, the
winner of the Guiana Scholarship was Balgobin Persaud, a son of indentured
Indian laborers at Plantation Enmore. Persaud won the Primary School Scholarship and entered Queen’s College then went on to Cambridge University
with the Guiana Scholarship (Immigration Agent General, 1923: 18). The second is skilled migration. Some former indentured servants who chose to stay in
the Caribbean took the opportunity that emerged from the colonial system to
receive educational training to fill colonial posts in British Guiana. After gaining a few years of experience, they subsequently migrated to Great Britain to
work and eventually live. One Indian man, after working in the Sea Defence
and Drainage for about ten years, left his village in 1962 and returned for visits
in the late 1980s. The third is family migration. Those who migrated to Great
Britain normally took their family of procreation with them or returned to take
them at a later time. Taken together this extra-regional migration produced
some common characteristics. It was always small because Indians were not
prepared to cope with challenges and demands of western life. It was statusoriented. Those Indians who returned to British Guiana after completing their
education and training ended up occupying high-position jobs in the civil service. Their education and training were valuable in helping Indians understand
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complex Western issues such as court proceedings and labor rights. They were
ambassadors and mouthpieces for future migration from British Guiana. This
early extra-regional migration was also male-oriented. Except for the need for
female nurses in Great Britain, the majority of Indians who migrated to Great
Britain as well as to the United States were males. Soon after the abolishment
of indenture, Indians were still clinging on to traditional ways in which more
privilege was given to males than females (Roopnarine, 2018).
Challenges of Integration
Arguably, migration allowed Indians to explore opportunities beyond
their bound indentured yards. In so doing, the period under discussion witnessed some great advances among the Indian immigrant community turned into permanent settlements. Most noticeable were economic development and
cultural reconstruction in and beyond Indian communities.
What percentage grabbed migration opportunities is not precisely known.
What is known is that some segments of the Indian population did engage in
migration to benefit themselves amid myriad challenges. Life was difficult but
not miserable. The experience of migrants in any society is hardly without
problem. Indians were no different. Indians also experienced the transformation of their social structure, namely from caste to class, as well as the survival of an elastic form of Hinduism and Indian customs in British Guiana.
They have been since their arrival in a constant motion trying to defend, retain
and revive the aforesaid cultural mores, with some remarkable successes. Indian music, especially religious and film songs were retained and displayed at religious functions and over the radio. Traditional folk dramas like Savitri (Love
Conquers Death), Leelas, and reading from the Rig Veda were ubiquitous
across British Guiana (Cambridge 2015: 80-81). In spite of this success, problems abound. One troubling problem Indians faced following indenture is effective integration into a society which had never experienced people like them
before. So while they were making significant inroads in British Guiana, there
existed the reality of whether or not they were tolerated or accepted of who
they were by the wider ‘society’.
Ethnographic evidence reveals that it is a common practice in British
Guiana to label Indians as ‘Coolies’, the Indian ‘C’ word. The British Guiana
East Indian Association noted this labelling in the 1940s as a common practice;
it went further: ‘There is a deliberate attempt to de-nationalize the Indian; to
get him to forget his language; to change his habits and customs; to marry outside of his race’ (Indian Opinion, 1945c). The association argued that it would
fight this campaign ‘with the greatest vigor.’ The Indian Opinion, a local Indi-
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an newspaper, painted a disturbing image with regard to Indian integration in
British Guiana in the 1940s.
The Englishman living in the colonies does not forget his English
Culture, his customs, his comforts, his tradition, or his race…and
eventually marries his own race. In the process, no one blames
him. If the Indian did the same thing, he is accused for sectionalism and racism. Never expected to be treated as equals but others
must realise that it is natural for Indians to stay together in groups
(Indian Opinion, 1945a).
What appeared to be going on with regard to Indian integration soon after indenture at the national level was a gradual involvement into the cross between the culture of the East and the culture of the West. The Indian community in British Guiana was following the independence movement in India and
desired an independent India free from British colonial domination. Some
prominent Indians like J.A. Luckhoo wanted an Indian colony in British Guiana for internal self-development. Educators like P. Ruhoman sought to eradicate the stigma of ‘Coolie’ with racial and ethnic pride (Seecharan 1993). Other Indian leaders, some emotional, believed that in the process, the culture of
the East would eventually disappear. One hundred years later after that remark,
it turns out that that was not entirely the case. Indian leaders did point out quite
accurately, however, the then current situation of Indians, many of which remain prevalent in British Guiana now. They noted excessive rum drinking,
high rates of suicide, vulgar mannerisms, and children under thirteen working
on the plantations. Most notable was the gradual deterioration of Indian culture. The younger generation could not by the 1920s read and speak in their
mother tongue. Their original mode of dressing, music, dance, drama, and tradition had disappeared (Indian Opinion, 1946a).
The challenge to effective integration was compounded by the fact that a
large percentage of the Indian population was non-illiterate when indenture
was abolished. The ad hoc approach to education in the Indian community by
both the colonial government and Indians themselves, led to inter-generational
low-level literacy among Indians. The 1876 Education Act that required Indian
children to be in school until fourteen years old was not seriously instituted and
Indians themselves were eager to put their children to work to bring in supplemental incomes. Economic endeavors substituted educational achievements. Illiteracy was particularly high among Indian women and children. Janet Jagan,
the former President of Guyana, wrote in 1945 that illiteracy was the main obstacle to growth and development with regard to owning property and voting
among Indian women. She asserted that Indian men and leaders were yet to
display respect for women's individuality in terms of exploring their own inter-
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est so that they could move away from ‘the status of maids of all work’ (Jagan
1946: 2).
The Indian community through the British Guiana East Indian Association recognized this problem and subsequently engaged in promoting education
by collecting funds to build Hindu schools and insisting on the importance of
education (Indian Opinion, 1946b). Within a short period, there was, for example, one Hindu School at Bush Lot named Maha Mandal Sabah. Fifty-four
boys and fifty girls attended. The following words were voiced to encourage
education in the Indian community: Loyalty, Patriotism, Individuality and Unity – these attributes build strength and eventual victory (Indian
Opinion, 1946c).
Fig 4: Indian Returnees preparing to leave British Guiana for India on the
ship Insurgent in 1955
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Conclusion
This paper assessed the Indian experience following the two decades of the
abolition of Indian plantation indenture in the colony of British Guiana. The
findings are as follows. The period is highly under-researched which has led to
the misconception that not much occurred between 1920 and 1940 among Indians in British Guiana. Quite the contrary happened. The Indian community was
very active in building a new community in British Guiana through cultural reconstruction, cultural change and continuity, migration, and integration. The
experience was a mix of progress and problems, challenge and contributions.
1920-1940 was the period in which Indians continued to build on the sacrifice
of their indentured ancestors against tremendous odds for the benefit of future
Indian generations in Guyana. The desire to explore opportunities of migration
for development beyond their so-called comfort zones and to retain themselves
amid some adjustments cannot be simply overlooked or underestimated. Their
push for recognition, participation and inclusion in all aspects of British Guianese society was a sacrifice which the current generations of Indians benefit, if
not enjoy. The article recommends that there should be more exploration of
analyses as to what transpired among the Indian population soon after the abolishment of plantation indenture. For example, what was the relationship between North and South Indians? How have these societies evolved? What was
the status of Indian women? Were they freer during this period? Did they own
land and accumulate savings? What was the relationship between the new arrivals and resident Indians soon after indenture? What was the relationship between Africans and Indians? What impact did Christianity have on Hinduism
and Islam?
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